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CAL POLY MAKES U.S. NEWS
LIST FOR 17TH STRAIGHT YEAR

CAL POLY TEAM TAKES SILVER
IN AIRCRAFT DESIGN CONTEST
STUDENT AIRCRAFT DESIGNERS from Cal Poly con
tinued to soar at the American Institute of Aeronautics and
Astronautics (AIAA) annual Undergraduate Team Aircraft
Design Competition. The team took second place in the
competition, which drew 22 international entries.
Cal Poly’s Hummingbird Aeronautics won the silver for
its design of the Tersus, a 150-seat “environmentally compat
ible” transport aircraft.
Hummingbird Aviation – which included aerospace engi
neering students Ashley Evans, Kevin Lovell, Marko Pavlov,
Jason Stavro and Jonathon Wilson – received a $1,500 prize
from the AIAA Foundation for their second-place design.
Virginia Polytechnic University won $2,500 for first prize,
and Georgia Institute of Technology received a $1,000 award
for finishing third.

CAL POLY TO IMPROVE
K-12 TEACHING WITH
SHARED $12.6M GRANT
CAL POLY HAS RECEIVED a shared $12.6 million grant to
strengthen the quantity and scale of successful techniques in
K-12 teacher preparation with special focus in math, sciences
and special education.
Cal Poly is partnering with CSU Monterey Bay and CSU
Bakersfield in the grant program, which will focus on highneeds schools in Central California.
The $12.6 million grant will be spread over the next five
years to fund the Central California Partnership for Teacher
Quality Programs (CCP-TQP).
The Tulare County Office of Education and the Kern
County Superintendent of Schools are also participating in
the program.

FOR THE 17TH YEAR IN A ROW, Cal Poly has been rated
the best public-master’s university in the West by U.S. News &
World Report, in its 2010 America’s Best Colleges guidebook.
Cal Poly moved up four spots, from 10th to sixth, in the
magazine’s overall list of the West’s best universities, including
both public and private institutions, that provide “a full range
of undergraduate and master’s-level programs but few, if any,
doctoral programs.”
U.S. News ranks colleges that grant doctoral degrees, such
as those in the University of California system, in a separate
category.
Cal Poly President Warren J. Baker observed, “This is a won
derful tribute to the quality of our faculty and students. This
ranking should be reassuring to employers, who have already
expressed to us a high regard for our graduates. Because of Cal
Poly’s renowned learn-by-doing teaching methods, employers
know that our graduates are ready to contribute on day one.”
Cal Poly’s College of Engineering program ranked third
among public engineering programs, bested only by the U.S.
Military and Naval Academies, for schools whose highest de
gree is a bachelor’s or master’s.

GREENREPORTCARD.ORG
GIVES CAL POLY TOP
GRADES FOR SUSTAINABILITY
GREENREPORTCARD.ORG has named Cal Poly a Campus
Sustainability Leader for 2010 for its efforts in sustainable
campus practices – the only CSU campus to earn the award.
Cal Poly moved up to an overall B-plus for 2010 on the annu
al College Sustainability Report Card, from a B-minus in 2009.
The university was graded on eight of nine possible catego
ries. It earned As in Administration, Climate Change & Energy,
Student Involvement and Transportation and Bs for Food & Re
cycling, Green Building and Endowment Transparency. In the
Investment Priorities category, the university earned a C.
Larry Kelley, Cal Poly’s vice president for Administration
and Finance, said he is pleased the university moved up by two
grades this year. “We work very hard to meet and exceed stan
dards in our sustainable campus practices. The dedication of
our students, faculty and staff to support Cal Poly’s excellence
in sustainability is evidenced in our report card this year.”
For more information about sustainable practices at Cal Poly,
visit http://www.facilities.calpoly.edu/sustainability/index.htm.

LOOKING FOR A WAY TO GET
INVOLVED WITH CAL POLY?
Check out the new Get Involved page on the online version of Cal Poly Magazine
and choose from many ways you can support your alma mater.
Visit www.GetInvolved.CalPoly.edu to discover how you can:
s *OIN A PARENTS GROUP
s !TTEND EVENTS
s 0OST JOBS AND INTERNSHIPS FOR STUDENTS AND ALUMNI
s -ENTOR STUDENTS COMING SOON
s 3IGN UP FOR DAILY AUTOMATIC NEWS FEEDS ABOUT #AL 0OLY
s 4AKE CLASSES
s 4RAVEL WITH FELLOW -USTANGS
s 2ECEIVE #AL 0OLY NEWSLETTERS
s #HECK OUT #AL 0OLYS &ACEBOOK 4WITTER AND 9OU4UBE SITES
s 'IVE TO YOUR COLLEGE OR DEPARTMENT AND HELP SUPPORT STUDENT PROJECTS SCHOLARSHIPS ENTERPRISES AND MORE
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WE RECENTLY SURVEYED
several hundred alumni at ran
dom about their experience at
Cal Poly, and they expressed a
nearly unanimous sentiment:
Cal Poly’s learn by doing educa
tional experience was crucial to
their professional success.
As Honored Alumnus Darran
Littlefield said, “After being hired
by a large consulting company, I was placed in an intensive
training course with 250 new hires from around the world. I
was one of two Cal Poly graduates that finished the class in the
top 5 percent. This didn’t happen because we were smarter
or worked harder; it was simply because Cal Poly’s incredible
learn by doing educational experience translated so well to the
working world. It was easy for us to excel.”
Learn by doing was a core value for Cal Poly when it was found
ed, and it has been sustained and enriched for more than a century.
The essence of that philosophy is the act of questioning why
things are the way they are – and whether we can make them better.
That comes to life in Cal Poly’s laboratories and in the field, where
our students and faculty work every day to examine real-world
problems, question assumptions and find practical solutions.
In this edition of Cal Poly Magazine, we present to you
many examples of students, faculty and alumni embracing the
learn by doing methodology and finding ways to improve the
world through applied research.
Natural Resources Management students and professors are
turning burned areas of Cal Poly’s Swanton Pacific Ranch near
Santa Cruz into a living laboratory. A Cal Poly alumna is devel
oping a new gadget that could help children be more active and
healthy – and that caught the attention of President Barack Obama
this summer. And see our cover story for a look at cutting edge re
search projects happening in each of Cal Poly’s six colleges.
In spite of cutbacks in state funding and the tough eco
nomic times we face, the heartbeat that drives Cal Poly – our
learn-by-doing philosophy – is still very much alive.
We trust you will take great pride as you read about it in our
Winter 2009 edition of Cal Poly Magazine.
Please let us know. You can e-mail us your comments at
mlazier@calpoly.edu.

U N I V E R S I T Y

MORE THAN JUST AN ACADEMIC EXERCISE

E D I T O R S ’

CAL POLY’S CHAPTER of the Society of Women Engineers
showed well at the organization’s annual national conference in
October with four first-place awards.
The Cal Poly group brought home a top honor for Outstand
ing Outreach Event/Series for its “Building an Engineer Day.”
Held in the fall, the event brings middle school students to cam
pus for hands-on laboratory experience in several engineering
disciplines, to give the youngsters an idea of the career possibili
ties in engineering.
In addition, the group took first place for Outstanding Col
legiate Section, Gold Level.
Cal Poly SWE also had two teams competing in the Boeing
sponsored Team Tech Competition at the conference.
One team worked with Lockheed Martin on a Hinge Mo
ment Measuring System (lead by Nadia Shraibati, a 4th year
BMED), and the other worked with Walt Disney Imagineering
on a Vertical Drop Test Tower (lead by Nate Hague, 5th year
ME, and Eric Davis, 4th Year LAES).
The Cal Poly teams tied for first place in what was the first
time two teams from the same school competed in the SWE
Nationals.

Journal and Barron’s; and Robert H. Davis (MATH ’65) presi
dent of Rubber Recovery Inc., a California-based scrap and
tire processing and recycling company.
Manfred Sander (ASCI ’53) received the Distinguished
Service Award for 20 years of service to the university, includ
ing work on the Cal Poly Alumni Association Board, long-time
service for the Rodeo Boosters, participation on the College
of Agriculture, Food and Environmental Sciences Advisory
Council and other philanthropic and fundraising activities.
For more on the 2009 Honored Alumni, visit Cal Poly Magazine
online at www.magazine.calpoly.edu.

FRANK CALABRESE, a Cal Poly graduate and longtime uni
versity employee, died Sept. 19, 2009, in San Luis Obispo after
battling brain cancer. He was 62.
Calabrese attended St. Mary’s Elementary School, Bellarmine
College Preparatory, Gavilan Community College, and Cal Poly.
For the past 30 years, Frank devoted his energies and talents
to Cal Poly, working in various capacities, including instructor
in the field of industrial arts and technical specialist in fire and
security alarms systems. He is survived by his wife, Pamela Lo
gan, and many siblings, nieces, nephews and cousins.
DORAL ‘SANDY’ SANDLIN, professor emeritus of Aeronauti
cal Engineering, died Sept. 3, 2009, at his home in Albuquerque,
N.M., at age 79.
Sandlin received his master’s degree in aeronautical engineer
ing from the Air Force Institute of Technology while stationed
at Wright Patterson Air Force Base near Dayton, Ohio, and his
doctorate from the University of Arizona in 1967. Between
March 1967 and February 1968, he served as a flight test officer
for a fighter wing in Vietnam. In 1969, he accepted a position
as a professor of aeronautical engineering at Cal Poly, where he
started the departmental master’s program with research grants
from NASA. He served as department head during the late
1980s and early ’90s, retiring in 1992.
He is survived by his wife of 50 years, Terri, three children
and seven grandchildren.

MU S TY ?
7( %2% 3
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CAL POLY GRADS WHO’VE GONE ON to successful careers
in diverse industries such as California agriculture, education,
publishing, architecture and tire recycling were recognized at
Homecoming in October as this year’s Honored Alumni.
Recipients of the award this year included Ed Boutonnet
(CRSC ’62), president and CEO of Ocean Mist Farms; Wal
lace B. Gordon (ARCH ’79, ’80), president of Deems Lewis
McKinley Architects of San Francisco; Darran S. Littlefield
(BUS ’85), co-founder and partner of Point B Solutions Group,
LLC, headquartered in Seattle, Wash; and Arlene Chandler,
(EDUC ’63) who served as Cal Poly’s associate dean of women
and taught sociology, marriage and family relations and child
development at Cuesta Community College, where she served
as Chair of the Human Development Division.
Also honored were Jon Monett (ENG, ’64) chairman of
Quality of Life Plus (QL+), a company he founded to gener
ate research, development and innovations to aid and improve
the quality of life for those injured in the line of duty; Paul L.
Cousineau (GRC ’85) director of Innovation and Continu
ous Improvement for Dow Jones, publisher of the Wall Street

CAL POLY GRADS WHO’VE GONE
ON TO SUCCESSFUL CAREERS IN
DIVERSE INDUSTRIES … WERE
RECOGNIZED AT HOMECOMING
IN OCTOBER AS THIS YEAR’S
HONORED ALUMNI.

IN REMEMBRANCE

/UR MINI MASCOT

-USTY THE

-USTANG WENT EXPLORING REC
ENTLY AND CAME BACK WITH PHO

TOS FROM HIS ADVENTURE #AN YOU TELL WHERE ON CAMPUS HES BEEN
7ELL RUN ONE OF -USTYS PHOTOS IN EACH EDITION OF #AL 0OLY
Magazine and let you tell us where Musty is. Send your respons
es to mlazier@calpoly.edu. Be very speciﬁc in your answer.
4HE CORRECT ANSWER AND THE NAME OF THE lRST PERSON WHO SUB
mitted it will
BE PRINTED IN
this space in
THE NEXT EDI

HOW WELL DO YOU KNOW
THE CAL POLY CAMPUS?

TION ALONG WITH -USTYS NEXT PHOTO
!LUMNA !NDREA 'ADIOMA !2#(  WAS THE lRST TO GUESS
THE CORRECT ANSWER FOR OUR &ALL  EDITION -USTY WAS AT THE
RAILINGS IN FRONT OF THE /LD 0OWERHOUSE ON THE CORNER OF 0ERIM
ETER AND #UESTA 
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PHONG V. DANG, a finance major in Cal Poly’s Orfalea Col
lege of Business, is the 2009 California Polytechnic State Uni
versity recipient of the prestigious William Randolph Hearst
CSU Trustees’ Award for Outstanding Achievement.
Dang was among 23 students selected by the California State
University to receive the 2009-10 William R. Hearst/CSU Trust
ees’ Award for Outstanding Achievement. The winners, one from
each campus in the system, were honored by the trustees in Sep
tember at the CSU Office of the Chancellor in Long Beach.
The award is among the highest forms of recognition for
student achievement in the CSU. Hearst Scholars demonstrate
superior academic achievements, community service, finan
cial need and the ability to overcome adversity.
Dang, who transferred to Cal Poly in fall 2008 from Santa
Rosa Junior College, is working on a bachelor’s degree in busi
ness with an emphasis in finance management. Now a junior
with a 3.70 GPA, he plans to complete his degree in business,
gain career experience and then return for an MBA. Ultimate
ly he hopes to pursue a career in finance.
Dang first arrived in the United States from Vietnam with
his father and two younger brothers in 2005 at the age of 21. At
Santa Rosa Junior College, despite language and cultural dif
ferences, he earned the Dean’s Highest Honor every semester
while also working as a computer and math lab assistant.
In 2006, his father and brothers moved to Houston, where
his father works supporting the family and sending funds to
Phong’s mother, who is still in Vietnam. Dang stayed behind in
California to finish his studies. The family hopes Dang’s mother
can join them in the United States in the next two years.
For details on Dang and the other 2009-10 Hearst Scholar
ship winners, visit the CSU Web site at www.calstate.edu.

FIRST-PLACE AWARDS
ABOUND FOR SOCIETY
OF WOMEN ENGINEERS

U N I V E R S I T Y
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&).!.#% -!*/2 )3 
CAL POLY HEARST SCHOLAR

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
2%#/'.):%3 
HONORED ALUMNI

BY

S TACIA

M OM BURG

A WILDFIRE THAT COULD HAVE SPELLED disaster for Cal Poly’s Swanton Pacific Ranch instead is fueling an academic renaissance, as faculty and stu
dents prepare to take an unprecedented look at the aftermath of a major blaze.
In August, the Lockheed Fire in Santa Cruz County swept through the ranch.
The fire devastated 1,100 of the ranch’s 3,200 acres, and the property off Highway
1 in Davenport was evacuated.
“There hadn’t been a wildfire of this magnitude at the ranch since 1948,”
said Brian Dietterick, Cal Poly faculty member and ranch director.
The fire swept through the ranch’s Little Creek watershed and across Lion’s
Flat Ridge, burning 92 percent of Little Creek and leaving behind a wasteland
of blackened ground and fallen, burned-out trees.
Dietterick said the fire was devastating but created opportunities for stu
dents in the Natural Resource Management and Forestry Management pro
grams to participate in once-in-a-lifetime research.
“This is an exciting time at Swanton Pacific Ranch,” he said. “We have several
studies planned and are looking forward to finding outcomes for fire mitigation
and post-fire forest management.”
When the ranch received the evacuation order at 10 p.m. Aug. 12, Diet
terick followed the ranch’s emergency operation plan, securing utilities and
locking facilities. All ranch personnel and animals were moved to the prop
erty’s shipping corral area near Highway 1, outside the evacuation area. Cal
Fire worked with the Swanton team when they surveyed the land during and
immediately following the fire. “They relied on our local knowledge of the
area to conduct post-fire reporting.” Dietterick said.
continued…

STUDENTS AND PROFESSORS
STUDY THE EFFECTS OF A FIRE
AT SWANTON PACIFIC RANCH
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Soil samples students and faculty are using to research
sediment erosion at Swanton Paciﬁc Ranch.

A FACE LIFT FOR
SWANTON PACIFIC RANCH
&/2 4(% 0!34 4(2%% 9%!23 FACULTY STAFF AND STUDENTS LIVING AT 3WANTON 0ACIlC
2ANCH HAVE BEEN WORKING ON A THREE PHASE  MILLION FACILITIES UPGRADE
4HE PROJECT NOW IN 0HASE  WAS SET IN MOTION BY FORMER 2ANCH $IREC
TOR 7ALLY -ARK AND $AVE 7EHNER DEAN OF THE #OLLEGE OF !GRICULTURE
Food and Environmental Sciences.
4HE lRST PHASE BEGAN IN  AND INCLUDED RUNNING TWO MILES OF INTERNET
and phone conduit to the ranch and connecting it directly to the univerSITY h)T WAS A HUGE UNDERTAKING THAT IMPROVED OUR OPERATIONS EXPONEN
TIALLY v SAID CURRENT 2ANCH $IRECTOR "RIAN $IETTERICK
0HASE  ALSO INCLUDED UPGRADES TO THE BUNKHOUSE THE CONVERSION OF
THE !L 3MITH (OUSE GARAGE INTO A CLASSROOM UPGRADES TO THE #ASA 6ERDE
ofﬁces and the completion of the Little Creek House conference center.
Phase 2 of the upgrades focused on increasing classroom space and

Cal Fire lifted the evacuation order Aug. 18. With everyone
safe and sound, the Swanton crew got back to work.
Steve Auten (Natural Resources Management, 1999), the
ranch’s resources manager, said vegetation was still on fire.
“Stumps were smoldering, and in some cases we had to open
stumps because fire burned down into the root systems and con
tinued to burn underground,” Auten said. “It was amazing to bust
open a stump and have a huge plume of smoke and ash burst out.”
After the fire, Dietterick received calls from federal and
state agencies that study pre- and post-fire mitigation and
from other universities with natural resource and forestry
management and programs, including UC Santa Cruz, Cal
State Monterey Bay, and Oregon State University.
“Everyone in the region that studies fire has called and asked
to partner with us, because we have a forest that is easily ac
cessed and that serves as a living lab,” Dietterick said.
STUDIES UNDERWAY
Dietterick got post-fire studies underway almost immediately.
“We began with post-fire observations as we assessed dam
age and cleared roads,” he said. “I realized we had a real op
portunity for our students to learn first-hand about post-fire
mitigation.”
All of the studies underway will provide valuable informa
tion on post-fire mitigation practices and forest management
following wildfires, Dietterick said. They include:
 tBQSFBOEQPTUĕSFTFEJNFOUFSPTJPOTUVEZ
 tSFTFBSDIPOUSFFNPSUBMJUZBOETVSWJWBMCBTFEPOĕSFCFIBWJPS
 tBIJMMTMPQFFSPTJPOTUVEZ
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The pre- and post-fire erosion study began as a pre- and
post-harvest sediment export study. From 2000-07, students
and faculty studied the erosive effects that timber harvesting
had on the Little Creek watershed. Researchers spent seven
years creating baseline measurements for a three-year study,
which began in 2008. The researchers were in their second
year of the study when the Lockheed Fire ripped through the
watershed.
The team regrouped, tacked the 2008 data to the baseline and
shifted to begin a three-year look at erosion after a wildfire.
“We have the benefit of a comprehensive pre-fire baseline
period to study post-fire events,” Dietterick said. “Our initial
observations show a tremendous amount of darker sediment,
which indicates high level of ash – something we expected.”
What the group didn’t expect was a major storm that would
hit the coast of California just two months after the fire. The
mid-October storm dumped 11 inches of rain on the higher
elevations of the ranch and about four inches in the valleys.
Following the rain, researchers found that only about an
inch of topsoil, underneath the burned vegetation, was infil
trated by the rainfall.
“As a result we found that the overland water flow was
quickly delivered to stream channels that created an extreme
erosive effect on the channel sediment in Little Creek, thus
widening and deepening the channels,” Dietterick said.
Dietterick hopes to learn whether the post-fire erosion
amounts are consistent with sediment export that occurs fol
lowing disturbances from other land-management activities.
Studying tree mortality and survival following a wildland fire

is also important to the timber harvest operation at the ranch.
Swanton’s forest is comprised of Douglas fir, redwoods, Man
zanita, knobcone pine and other varieties of trees.
The study will look at various conditions that lead to tree
mortality and survival based on fire behavior. The findings
could lead to changes in how the ranch manages its annual
timber harvests.
Early observations found that redwoods seemed to be more
fire resistant. “We believe that the redwood’s thicker bark and
higher moisture levels insulated the trees from the fire,” Dietter
ick said. From the Swanton timber management perspective this
was good news, because redwood timber is most valuable.
The hill-slope erosion study came together quickly as the Swanton crew prepared for the mid-October storm. “We knew the
storm was coming, and we worked quickly to get nine one-meter
square wood boxes set up on Lion’s Flat Ridge,” Dietterick said.
The study will reveal where overland water flow occurred
and where the water was transported. “We’re measuring the
water coming off the one-meter squares, as well as the amount
of sediment mass being moved,” Dietterick said.
Findings will help the researchers identify sources of sedi
ment that have might be delivered to the streams, thus deter
mining how local salmon habitat might be affected. This could
also help determine how to mitigate post-fire sediment runoff
that would adversely affect the salmon population.
More studies are already underway on the working ranch
and many more are planned. Next on the list is determining
how to salvage the trees that survived the fire and how to man
age the number of fir trees that will die as a result of it.

EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS AS WELL AS A COMPLETE REMODEL OF THE !L 3MITH
COMPLEX 4HE !L 3MITH (OUSE CARPORT WAS CONVERTED INTO THE !L 3MITH
Board Room. There is also an outdoor event center for special events.
Dietterick said the upgrades were necessary to help with staff reten
TION AND MORE IMPORTANTLY PROVIDE STUDENTS WITH GOOD EDUCATIONAL
facilities and opportunities.
4HE THIRD PHASE INCLUDES BUILDING  TWO TO FOUR PERSON CABINS A CEN
TRAL COMFORT STATION AND MESS HALL AT THE 3TAUB &IELD #AMP
$OUG 0IIRTO HEAD OF THE .ATURAL 2ESOURCE -ANAGEMENT $EPARTMENT
is pleased with the quality of the upgrades. “The team at the ranch has
DONE AN INCREDIBLE JOB AND $EAN 7EHNERS SUPPORT OF THE PROJECT IS
AMAZING 7E ARE REALIZING OUR GOAL AND DONOR !L 3MITHS GOAL WHICH IS TO
PROVIDE A COMPREHENSIVE LIVING LABORATORY A WORKING RANCH AND QUALITY
FACILITIES FOR STUDENTS TO EXPERIENCE #AL 0OLYS LEARN BY DOING TRADITIONv
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REAL-WORLD PROBLEMS
CAL POLY FACULTY AND STUDENT RESEARCH LEADS TO PRACTICAL SOLUTIONS

BY

M AT T

LA ZI E R

RIGHT NOW, FACULTY AND STUDENTS in every Cal Poly
college are undertaking real-world research, working to solve
problems and make changes that will affect the day-to-day lives
of people around the state, nation, and even the world.
Their projects are funded by millions in private and public
grant dollars. Their work is done hand in hand with govern
ment agencies such as NASA, the FDA and the National Sci
ence Foundation, and heavy hitters in industry, such as Boe
ing and Raytheon.
Cal Poly administrators say such research is both a logical
extension and crucial element of the university’s “learn by do
ing” and polytechnic education models.
“At other universities, these kinds of research opportunities
aren’t as readily available to undergraduate students. But we
pride ourselves on creating an environment in which under
graduates become true partners with faculty in seeking practi
cal solutions to real-world problems,” said Susan Opava, Cal
Poly’s dean of Research and Graduate Programs.
“These are the kinds of opportunities that make Cal Poly
special, and they are a key part of our ‘learn by doing’ philoso
phy. When you talk to our alumni, they often note how vital
their hands-on research experience was to their subsequent
success after Cal Poly.”
Cal Poly research projects were funded by more than $28.7
million in 2008-09. About 47 percent of that came from fed
eral grants, and about 25 percent from state and local govern
ment funding. The rest came from non-profit organizations,
business and industry and other sources.
Many projects take advantage of the university’s polytech
nic campus, drawing faculty and students from several disci
plines for a broad, rounded expertise pool.
Here are just a few of the cutting-edge research projects
happening around campus:

3TUDENTS *ACOB (EICK AND *ULIA (UBER 2OCKOW
analyze milk samples in a spectrophotometer at
#AL 0OLYS $AIRY 0RODUCTS 4ECHNOLOGY #ENTER
12 WINTER 2009

MISS MUFFET WAS ON TO SOMETHING
College of Agriculture, Food and Environmental Sciences

Miss Muffet was onto something – that whey stuff is pretty
good for you.
Rafael Jimenez-Flores, a professor at Cal Poly’s Dairy Products
Technology Center, has spent years studying the nutritional ben
efits of milk and whey – the liquid remaining after milk has been
curdled and strained during cheese-making.
When the Office of Naval Research provided funding re
cently for a variety of research projects at Cal Poly, JimenezFlores saw where his work could create an important benefit.
“We came into focus with the part of ONR that deals with
warfighters’ health,” he said. “These soldiers are undergoing
intense physical exertion – as much as, if not more than, that
of a high-performance athlete.”
But soldiers often can’t keep up with all the calories they burn
in the stressful and adverse conditions. They don’t get the same
nutrition as an athlete, Jimenez-Flores said, because they have
to pack light when going on missions for days at a time. They
need something compact and light but dense with nutrition.
So Jimenez-Flores, Food Science Professor Hany Khalil and
some graduate students have developed a freeze-dried nutri
tion bar that packs in whey protein, vitamins, bacteria that
help in the digestive process and important lipids that may
help with cognition.
The bars have a neutral flavor, like milk, Jimenez-Flores
said. So they can be manufactured with flavoring that would
make them taste good, too.
Jimenez-Flores hopes to maintain funding to further refine
the nutrition bars. For the next step, faculty in Cal Poly’s Kine
siology Department will identify student athletes and others
who regularly experience high physical exertion, to test the
effectiveness of the bars.
“We’ll be able to test these bars right here on campus,” he
said. “What we hope to see is a dramatic difference between
these and existing energy bars.”

'RADUATE STUDENTS ,ESLIE ,ONGABACH LEFT AND .ATE
(ALL COLLECT DATA ABOUT lSH CAUGHT IN 0ORT 3AN ,UIS

FISHING FOR COMPROMISE
College of Science and Mathematics

As the government steps in with limitations to moderate and
prevent overfishing along the West Coast, some anglers are
worried and scared for their livelihoods.
Cal Poly professor Dean Wendt doesn’t think it needs to be
that way.
If scientists, fisheries managers and fishermen communicate
well and have sound data, Wendt said, they’ll find common
ground and productive compromises.
That’s the thought behind the California Collaborative Fish
eries Research Project that Wendt is undertaking with Cal Poly
faculty, students and staff and community members through
his San Luis Obispo Science and Ecosystem Alliance.
“The state and federal governments are charged with manag
ing our resources, but they need good data to do it. It’s surprising
what they don’t know,” Wendt said. “There’s a lot of disagreement.
And if groups work in isolation, I think that creates conflict.”
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A computer-generated illustration of the AMELIA
AIRCRAFT DESIGNED BY !EROSPACE %NGINEERING
Professor David Marshall and his student group.

The research, going on since 2006 along the San Luis Obispo
and Monterey County coastlines, involves Cal Poly students
and faculty members heading out on boats with commercial
and recreation anglers to record data about catches (including
species, catch frequency and fish size). The data will be used for
more precise management of fish species on along the coast.
The work is funded by support from several organizations,
including the California Sea Grant, California Ocean Protec
tion Council, the Packard Foundation, and others.
Wendt believes the process SLOSEA uses could have an ef
fect beyond fisheries and marine biology.
“I think this is a model for the way scientists should interact
with the community and the government on important prob
lems,” he said, “and I think it’s a great training opportunity for
student to see that science is not something that’s just done in
a vacuum.”
Leslie Longabach, a graduate student researcher with SLO
SEA, agrees.
“I plan to continue with such community-based environ
mental work in my career,” Longabach said, “and it has been
an invaluable experience to interact with community mem
bers and resource managers as well as academics.”
PLANNING AHEAD FOR DISASTER
College of Architecture and Environmental Design

For most people, “disaster mitigation” might conjure images
of first-aid kits, water bottles, and flashlights. For some Cal
Poly faculty and students, the phrase means planning farther
ahead, to increase the chances of never needing those things,
by strengthening cities against disaster losses.
The California Emergency Management Agency approached
Cal Poly’s City and Regional Planning Department in 2006,

seeking experts to update the State Hazard Mitigation Plan.
California needed to update the plan to be eligible for millions
of dollars in federal funding in the event of a disaster.
The 2007 plan update by professors William Siembieda, Ken
Topping and Mike Boswell – with the help of graduate stu
dents and other faculty – was funded by a one-year $762,000
grant. It earned an “Enhanced Plan” designation from federal
leaders, bringing in millions of extra dollars for California. As
a result, the team received a new three-year, $1.5 million grant
to update the plan again for 2010.
The idea is to create a document that helps counties and cit
ies lessen the impact of future disasters by thinking about how
they plan their communities.
“It’s a little different than emergency preparedness,” Top
ping said. “Mitigation has to do with altering our city so it’s
more resilient.”
That, said Siembieda, can be done in either a hard or soft ap
proach. If you have a community in a floodway, you can build
a structure, such as a flood wall. Or, you can move the popula
tion away from the flood zone, through land-use changes.
The Cal Poly team is poring through hundreds of local-level
plans from around California and preparing a training manual to
show communities how to better prepare their plans. And the new
state plan will incorporate climate-change issues – for example,
how coastal cities need to plan for an expected rise in sea level.
The project is a golden opportunity for graduate student
Brian Laughlin.
“For my career, I’m really interested in hazards and the fact
that the impacts of the disasters we’re experiencing seem to be
getting worse because of the way we use our land,” Laughlin
said. “I want to find a way to get involved in designing com
munities to help build them safer.”
FLYING INTO THE FUTURE WITH AMELIA
College of Engineering

Travelers may one day fly aboard a plane that needs signifi
cantly less distance to take off and land and that makes far less
noise as it flies overhead.
NASA wanted to know how such an airplane might look
and work. A group of Cal Poly Aerospace Engineering fac
ulty and staff, led by Professor David Marshall, thought they
had the answer. With an initial $874,000 grant in 2008, they
provided four preliminary aircraft designs. NASA liked what
it saw and gave Marshall’s group an additional $2.5 million
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through 2010 to refine one design.
“NASA was looking for novel ways to improve our airspace
efficiency,” Marshall said. “Our proposal is to solve the problem
of underutilized airports and runways. A lot of runways are too
short for most commercial aircraft. NASA wanted to know how
you could make a 100- to 150-seat craft that had short takeoff
and landing, was quieter and had increased fuel efficiency.”
Cal Poly’s answer is AMELIA, or the Advanced Model for
Extreme Lift and Improved Aeroacoustics. It’s a futuristic 150
seat craft with wings specially designed for more lift and pow
erful engines mounted on top, instead of below, to cut ground
noise levels.
Marshall’s group – including other Cal Poly faculty mem
bers, more than a dozen undergraduate and graduate students,
and three researchers from Georgia Tech – has created the
designs and produced computer-generated images of AME
LIA. The next step is to produce a 10-foot model of the plane,
which NASA will test in a wind tunnel.
NASA will use results to help create models for the physics
of future-generation aircraft.
Cal Poly students are getting a unique chance to be involved
in this cutting-edge research. Three students will accompany Mar
shall and Professor Tina Jameson to the NASA Ames Research
Center in Mountain View for the wind tunnel tests. “Not many
students get that opportunity,” Marshall said.
The work plays right into team member Bobby Ehrmann’s
career plans.
“I hope to someday work at either an aerospace company or
a bicycle designer focusing on wind tunnel testing,” said Eh
rmann, a grad student. “It is almost unheard of for a university
to complete a major test at a non-university wind tunnel.”

Garcia, a professor in Cal Poly’s Psychology and Child De
velopment Department, is working with Mary Murphy at the
University of Illinois at Chicago and Sabrina Zirkel at Mills
College, an all-female campus in Oakland, Calif. Through
surveys and data collection over three years, they hope to de
termine whether external forces drive women from the STEM
disciplines.
“A lot of previous research looked at the individual – factors
such as feelings of self-efficacy or maladaptive attributional styles,”
Garcia said. “These theories neglect the importance of contextual
factors that may affect women’s desires to enter and persist in the
face of underrepresentation and societal stereotypes.”
That could include situational cues that suggest whether
a professor believes a person’s abilities are fixed or malleable
or whether a professor fosters a cooperative or competitive
learning environment.
Faculty and student researchers in January will begin track
ing 100 freshmen – 50 males and 50 females – at each campus
through their junior year to see how context affects performance
and desire to stay in STEM majors over time. More than 1,500
other students will participate in experiments throughout the
study, to determine causal links. In these experiments, research
ers will manipulate situations – for example, having professors
put out crafted messages to see how they affect students.
Garcia hopes the data yield practical and easy-to-imple
ment solutions about the messages educators pass along to
women in STEM settings, which the researchers can distrib
ute at conferences, through professional publications and to
STEM educators at the high school and university levels.
Seven Cal Poly students, mostly undergrads, will take part

KEEPING WOMEN IN THE STEM DISCIPLINES
College of Liberal Arts

Julie Garcia wants to know why more women aren’t choos
ing or staying with science, math, engineering and technology
majors and careers. She hopes students at Cal Poly and two
other schools will help her find out.
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REVOLUTION
IN GREEN
ALUM HOY BUELL IS FINDING
NEW USES FOR PLANTS
B Y

in the research, which is funded by the National Science Foun
dation. Garcia said they will work on every aspect of the proj
ect, collecting and analyzing data and running experiments.
Student Melissa Oates has worked with Garcia on past proj
ects and will continue with the STEM research. She said the
opportunity is invaluable.
“I plan on attending graduate school, and the research I have
done with Professor Garcia strengthens my applications im-

4HE !-%,)! 4EAM !T LEFT 0ROF $AVID -ARSHALL TALKS WITH
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Such a model, Vorst said, could allow businesses and regula
tors to tighten up the supply chain – providing better training to
employees on food safety practices, developing more accurate
“use by” dates and reducing the risk of food-borne illness.
The project received a $600,000 USDA grant in October.

‘I AM LEAVING CAL POLY WITH THE KNOWLEDGE AND SECURITY THAT I AM
PREPARED TO CONDUCT RESEARCH OF MY OWN.’ – MELISSA OATES
mensely,” Oates said. “I am leaving Cal Poly with the knowledge
and security that I am prepared to conduct research of my own.”
TIGHTENING UP THE FOOD SUPPLY CHAIN
Orfalea College of Business

In the wake of recent high-profile E. coli outbreaks in produce, Cal
Poly Industrial Technology Professor Keith Vorst decided it was
time to see what could be done to lessen the danger to consumers.
Before coming to Cal Poly, Vorst had done a study for the U.S.
Department of Agriculture on food contamination in delicates
sens. Earlier this year, he wrote a grant for a three-year project
with the concept of tracking produce as it’s trucked to sales out
lets, to monitor time and temperature fluctuations. The idea is to
develop a model that will help better predict how E. coli contami
nations might grow during shipping and why, Vorst said.
“If there is a low level of contamination coming from the
producer,” he said, “is it going to grow during shipping? We
don’t know. No one knows.”
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Vorst and fellow packaging professor Jay Singh will be joined
by Professor Wyatt Brown from the College of Agriculture
Food and Environmental Sciences and two faculty members
from the Michigan State University’s Food Science Program.
Two graduate students – one at each campus – will help with
data gathering during the initial phases of the project.
The group will use truck-mounted radio-frequency ID sen
sors – provided by Canadian company Sensor Wireless Inc. – to
monitor the produce in transit. Data collected from these sen
sors will tell the researchers how warm or cold produce was at
which point in its trip and how long the product was in transit.
Tests in the lab will mimic these conditions and see how they
affect the growth of E.coli in actual produce packages.
The results of the study could benefit not only consumers
but also produce companies and sales outlets. “It’s not just
about protecting people from food-borne illness,” he said.
There’s also the possibility of helping the industry reduce the
amount of its product that is lost to spoilage.”

LE A H

K O LT

FUTURE WARS AND CONFLICT will not be about oil but
about water, plants and food, predicts Horticulture and Crop
Sciences Department Head John Peterson.
In fact, the world is already in the midst of a “second green
revolution,” driven this time by technology.
The first revolution, in the ’60s and ’70s, focused more on
enhancing yield to feed a growing world population.
“This time we are seeing a shift in the way we use our plant re
sources and the resulting impact on the way we live,” Peterson said.
Alumni Hoy Buell – whose Greenheart Farms in Arroyo
Grande is one of the largest vegetable transplant growers in the
U.S., as well as the largest producer of rose plants – agrees: “If
the political will is there, we can make significant changes and
begin using our plant resources in beneficial new ways, such as
fuel alternatives to oil and petroleum-based products.”
He’s not talking about corn ethanol, either. Buell points out
that there are researchers and start-up companies developing
new green products to replace current energy crops. For exam
ple, Miscanthus , a common ornamental grass that grows to 20
feet in some parts of the world, can be used as a fuel to produce
electricity – without the negative impact on food prices that re
sulted from switching corn from a food crop to a biofuel.
Last year, researchers at the University of Illinois determined
that this giant perennial grass outperforms current biofuels
sources. To meet the White House’s goal of producing enough
biofuel to offset 20 percent of gasoline use would take 25 per
cent of current U.S. cropland out of food production if corn
were used. Miscanthus could do it with only 9.3 percent of cur
rent agricultural acreage, the researchers claim.
This new wave of plant exploration is also discovering new
uses for green things that have benefits beyond food and fuel
production. The Ulex plant, commonly called gorse, is an ex
ample of a product with benefits in the medical world. A genus
Editor’s Note: &OR MORE ON THIS STORY VIEW OUR
accompanying photo slideshow at www.magazine.
calpoly.edu for a look at how Greenheart Farms
USES TECHNOLOGY TO PRODUCE A BILLION PLANTS PER

of about 20 species of spiny evergreen shrubs in the pea family,
it can be used as a substitute for latex, the rubber product which
causes allergic reactions in many people.
This research was actually begun during World War ll, when our
southeastern Asia rubber supply was threatened, Buell explained.
Now it is being reevaluated for its non-allergenic qualities. “Many
medical personnel are allergic to latex gloves, and patients to breath
ing bags. So this plant product is a good alternative,” Buell said.
To help protect important natural areas and native species, which
may yield important discoveries in the future, Buell is participating in
a project to reclaim lands with native plants on the Colorado River.
For this pilot project, aimed at converting 8 acres of farmland
to bird habitat, Hearthstone tests native seeds for viability and
takes cuttings of native species. They then grow the plants in con
tainers to optimum transplant age, which assures faster results
and a more predictable success rate than other methods, such as
bare root transplanting or direct seedling.
Greenheart also produces salt-tolerant grasses, plants, shrubs
and trees for other restoration projects around the country.
There is also a new dimension to this second revolution, ac
cording to Peterson, a growing consciousness that we must do
it more sustainably and “protect the green.”
“It’s amazing how intrinsic plants are to our survival – for our
oxygen supply, food, and medicines,” Peterson observed. “And
it’s interesting that while we depend on them for survival, they
don’t depend on us.”

Hoy Buell in the greenhouse at his Greenheart Farms.

YEAR !DDITIONALLY YOU CAN LISTEN TO A PODCAST OF A
CONVERSATION BETWEEN *OHN 0ETERSON AND (OY "UELL
AS THEY DISCUSS #AL 0OLYS FAST GROWING WINE AND
viticulture degree program and the local wine industry.
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Nicole Guthrie
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HELPING YOUTH

FIND FUN IN FITNESS
PRESIDENT OBAMA LAUDS INVENTION OF CAL POLY ALUMNA NICOLE GUTHRIE

18 WINTER 2009

STA CI A

WHEN PRESIDENT BARACK OBAMA lauded Redwood City
nonprofit HopeLab this summer for its efforts to help children
get fit, he shined a spotlight on the work of Cal Poly alumna
Nicole Guthrie.
The president called HopeLab a model of social innova
tion at a press conference. And he singled out HopeLab’s
creation of the gDitty physical activity monitor and online
rewards program conceived by Guthrie and designed to get
kids up and moving.
HopeLab uses research to develop innovative solutions to im
prove the health and quality of life of children with chronic illness.
The company, which launched in 2001, focuses on cancer, obesity,
sickle cell disease, major depressive disorder, and autism.
Guthrie’s boss asked her in 2007 to explore research tools to
measure physical activity as HopeLab began to think of ways to
get 10- to 14-year-olds (or tweens) to develop lifelong healthy
habits related to physical activity that might prevent obesity and
related health issues.
She began by researching existing physical activity monitors.
The market was flooded with adult monitors that measured
activity in sustained workouts, she said. But tweens tend to be
active in shorter bursts throughout the day, and many monitors
do not capture those brief but often intense spikes in activity.
HopeLab developed a prototype activity monitor specifically
calibrated to measure a tween’s physical activity and that produced
clear data. But Guthrie faced the additional challenge of finding a
way to make an activity monitor interesting to youngsters.
Initially, she considered the idea of a monitor that played mu
sic, after noticing how many teens had mp3 players. But market
research told HopeLab that there were too many established
music players out there.
“So we had to come up with another idea,” Guthrie said.
“That’s when the Web-based rewards program was developed.”
Users upload recorded data of their physical activity to the
gDitty Web site, where they can customize a personal profile page
with an avatar. They earn and accumulate points for varied levels
of activity and receive incentives such as gift cards to retail stores
or online shopping sites, or they can choose to donate to a cause.
A six-week study of 182 middle-schoolers was completed
in June 2009. Users were placed in one of three conditions to
earn points: use the gDitty with access to the online rewards,
use the gDitty only, or use gDitty with Dance Dance Revolution
(a video game that promotes activity).
“We used Dance Dance Revolution,” Guthrie said, “so we

M O M B U R G

could compare the gDitty with a product known to
motivate physical activity in a fun, engaging way.”
Results from the study were clear – tweens with
access to the gDitty Web site recorded 30 percent
more moderate to vigorous physical active than those that didn’t
have access to the site.
Guthrie and HopeLab will now conduct a longer, larger-scale
study to figure out how to best motivate kids to participate and
at the same time develop a cost-effective product.
The 12-week study, underway now, will determine what best
motivates tweens. One arm of the study relies on self motivation,
encouraging users to beat their personal best scores. Another
group receives random bonuses on any given day. At any time,
any user might earn more points than they normally do. A third
group of users will have access only to “virtual” rewards, such
as the ability to customize their gDitty avatar and profile page,
rather than gift cards.
Still considered in the early phases of development, gDitty
holds the potential to help children live healthier lives.
Promoting health has long been the aim of Guthrie’s work.
She worked as an intern on the Women’s Health Initiative at
Stanford University in 1995 and then did research on preven
tion of heart disease through nutrition (work that paralleled her
Cal Poly senior project).
She then pursued a master’s degree in nutrition, with a focus
on preventive health, at UC Davis. After earning that degree,
she went on to UC San Francisco to work on a study of how soy
affects breast density and the early detection of breast cancer in
pre-menopausal women.
Guthrie said her experience at Cal Poly helped her explore
what she found interesting and go after it.
“The most important thing Cal Poly taught me is that it’s okay
to be curious and ask questions,” she said. “That experience is
carried over in my work. It’s my passion.
“I’m lucky enough to work for
HopeLab, which allows
me to explore
and try new
things. If an
idea doesn’t
work out, I’m
allowed to try
something differ
ent. I love that.”
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CAL POLY ALUMNA MEGAN
DELEHANTY joined a small sis
terhood May 23 when, fighting extreme
conditions and physical and mental fatigue,
she reached the top of Mt. Everest.
Only about 200 women have ever climbed to
the summit of the world’s tallest mountain (making up
about 5 percent of all Everest summits), and only about 35
were Americans.
It was an exhausting endeavor for Delehanty (GRC, 1985),
a 47-year-old corporate international tax consultant from Su
isun Valley, Calif., who has climbed many of the world’s tallest
peaks in the last 13 years. But illness and injury over the twomonth venture couldn’t crush her resolve.
“I went through a tough time on this expedition,” she said.
“I let my injuries and sickness affect me mentally. But I was
super determined. It was a strange mix. They say it’s a mental
game climbing Mt. Everest.”

M ATT
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Everest had never been a grand goal, she said. She’s never
had a long-term list of mountain climbing objectives since
starting with a 1996 backpacking trip that led to the 14,949
foot summit of California’s Mt. Whitney.
Despite not having set objectives, she’s found herself atop many
of the world’s tallest peaks, including five of the Seven Summits –
the highest mountains on each of the seven continents.
“It’s about traveling, seeing new people and cultures, and
taking photos,” she said “It’s seeing the world and having an
obstacle to overcome – something unusual and spectacular.”
It was in 2007 that she first considered Everest, when she
was invited by a climber she met on Mt. McKinley two years
earlier. That climb brought her within about 1,000 feet of Ever
est’s top, via the north face. “I had a good experience,” she said.
“Over time, I felt like I had to go back.”
That chance presented itself this year, with Delehanty and 27
other members of the Himalayan Experience expedition team
continued…
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in Los Angeles. She later worked in San Luis Obispo’s Eco
nomic Opportunity Commission, creating a family child care
initiative for migrant and seasonal workers using federal grant
money from Head Start’s program. – From Early Ed Watch
and the Office of Head Start

,EFT  -EGAN $ELEHANTY PRACTICES CLIMBING AT ONE OF THE CAMPS ON %VEREST 2IGHT  9AKS USED TO TRANSPORT GEAR
BETWEEN CAMPS ON -T %VEREST

arriving at Mt. Everest on April 1 for a trip up the mountain’s
south face. The team hiked for 10 days to base camp at 17,000
feet, where they stayed for five days, acclimatizing to the altitude.
Delehanty had a rocky start, catching a cold, pulling her
chest muscles twice in coughing fits, then tearing a muscle in
her back. In the thin air, healing was slow.
The climbers spent the days and weeks practicing, getting
accustomed to the higher altitudes and thinner air and climb
ing parts of Everest and nearby mountains. Delehanty’s inju
ries sometimes kept her from climbing with her team, and she
couldn’t complete one of their acclimatization climbs. “Most of us
arrive with pre-existing conditions, like ankle, knee or hip prob

count to five slowly before I took another. My body was liter
ally spent. But I made it.”
After reaching Camp 4, at more than 26,000 feet, the team
planned its final summit push. Delehanty’s squad left around
1 a.m. May 23. Her legs ached as she pushed through snow
and wind. Visibility was only about 10 feet as she traversed the
Cornice knife-edge ridge, with falls of 8,000 feet off one side
and 10,000 on the other.
After climbing more than eight hours, Delehanty heard her
Sherpa, Lakpa Nuru, cry “Summit!”
“I saw my team members’ smiling faces,” she said, “and I
was happy to be there with them.”

‘IT’S SO FOREIGN AND STRANGE UP THERE. IT’S A THREATENING ENVIRONMENT. YOUR
FOCUS NEVER CHANGES. YOU STILL NEED ENERGY TO GET DOWN THE MOUNTAIN.’
lems,” she said. “But we’re generally prepared to deal with them.
It’s the things we’re not prepared for that make this tough.”
Over the next few weeks, the group ascended to camps 2,
3 and 4, adapting and practicing on treacherous parts of the
mountain face, such as the rope and ladder crossings of the
shifting Khumbu Icefall. Weather was unpredictable and ex
treme – sometimes cloudy and cold, others bright and hot.
Climbers wore down suits but found their preparation back
firing when the sun burned through on the Lohtse Face.
Ascending to Camp 3, at 24,500 feet, proved the tallest order
for Delehanty. “It was the toughest day of my life, bar none,”
she said. “It’s a steep climb. It goes to the highest altitude with
out supplemental oxygen. We had on our down suits, and it
could be 90 degrees in the sun. I would take a step and then
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She was sure she’d weep when she reached the top. Once there,
though, she found the overwhelming feeling was simply “It’s
about time!”
“It’s so foreign and strange up there,” she said. “It’s a threat
ening environment. Your focus never changes. You still need
energy to get down the mountain.”
Russell Brice, her expedition leader, told her it would be a
couple of months before the magnitude of her achievement
sunk in. He was right.
“I was at the gym, where I had spent so much time getting
in shape for the climb,” she said. “It was the first time I went
back, a couple months after. I was running on a treadmill, and
I got teary-eyed. I realized I was there because I wanted to be,
not because I had to be to get ready for Everest. I’d done it.”

ALUMNI IN THE NEWS
HEADLINERS >

CAREER MOVES >

CHUCK LIDDELL BOOT-SCOOTED FROM ‘DANCING
WITH THE STARS,’ HEADING FOR HOLLYWOOD
CHUCK LIDDELL’S TWO-STEP to “Boot Scoot Boogie” on
ABC’s “Dancing with the Stars” on Oct. 13 was his last. The
judges voted him off the show in its fourth week. The day af
ter being eliminated, Liddell (B.S., Business Administration,
1995) told the San Luis Obispo Tribune he was glad he did
the show. The former Ultimate Fighting Champion has a role
in an upcoming Mickey Rourke film. – From the San Luis
Obispo Tribune and Dancing With the Stars

GRAD’S DRONE UNMANNED AIRCRAFT STARTUP
BOUGHT BY ALABAMA COMPANY
Chandler/May Inc. of Huntsville, Ala., has bought AeroMech Engineering of San Luis Obispo, a producer of small
unmanned aircraft known as drones. Cal Poly grads Thomas
Akers (B.S., Aero Engineering, 2001) and Norm Timbs (B.S.,
Mechanical Engineering, 1988, B.S., Engineering Technology,
1992) started San Luis Obispo-based AeroMech 10 years ago.
– From the San Luis Obispo Tribune

AWARDS >
TME MAGAZINE ARTICLE DETAILS BIZ ALUMS’
GUAYAKI COMPANY FOR SAVING RAINFOREST
TIME Magazine’s Sept. 14 edition featured a story on GuayakiYerba Mate – the “Tree-Hugging Tea.” Herbal-drink-maker
Guayaki Yerba Mate imports directly from a small suppliers
across Latin America with the goals of producing natural foods
and preventing further rainforest deforestation. The company,
with sales of more than $10 million annually, is owned by two Cal
Poly alumni: Alex Pryor (B.S., Food Science and Nutrition, 1998)
and David Karr (B.S., Business, 1996). – From TIME Magazine
ALUMNA WILL LEAD FEDERAL HEAD
START EARLY EDUCATION PROGRAM
The Office of Head Start will soon have an appointed director:
Cal Poly alumna Yvette Sanchez Fuentes (B.S., Liberal Studies,
1992). Fuentes, 36, started her career as a kindergarten teacher

ALUMNA IS FINALIST FOR NATIONAL MEDAL
FOR HER EPA WORK
Cara Peck (B.S., Animal Science, 2004) has been featured in the
Washington Post as one of 30 finalists for the Service to America
Medals (Sammies). The awards program pays
tribute to dedicated employees in America’s fed
eral workforce. Honorees are chosen based on
commitment, innovation and the impact of their
work on addressing the needs of the nation. Peck,
28, is a life scientist at the Environmental Protec
tion Agency (EPA). She helped shepherd an EPA
pilot project in the San Francisco Bay area to
convert 73,000 tons of organic food waste from
restaurants into electricity per year, keeping the
material out of landfills and limiting greenhouse
gas emissions. – From the Washington Post
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THE BEAUTY OF
AGING WARRIORS
ALUM TOM SANDERS HONORS SOLDIERS
WITH HIS PHOTOGRAPHS OF WWII VETS
BY
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CAL POLY ALUMNUS TOM SANDERS has spent most of
the last four years capturing the images of World War II veter
ans in an effort to honor not only these aging warriors but all
men and women in uniform.
The photographer’s quest has taken him across the country,
garnering media attention and critical acclaim. It has also pro
pelled him to a new level of professional success; he recently
signed a deal with Welcome Books, a division of Random
House, to publish his collection of veterans’ photos as a fine
arts book in 2011.
Sanders (B.F.A., Applied Art and Design, 2006) found his call
ing through a class assignment his senior year at Cal Poly. The di
rective was simply to photograph interesting people. On a whim,
he stopped at The Villages, a local retirement community, where
he was introduced to Army Ranger Lt. Randall Harris.
Harris was a World War II veteran who survived a direct hit
to the abdomen by cinching a canteen belt around his waist to
hold in his intestines.
Villages staffers Dawneen Lorance, and Cal Poly grad Min
dy Nissen (B.S., Social Sciences, 1976; M.A., Education, 1978),
were so moved by the photo, they asked Sanders to photo
graph 15 additional veterans as the cornerstone of a Memorial
Day celebration at the home.
“He spent time with them,” Lorance said. “At the Memorial
Day event, he talked about how he realized that at 20 or 21, he
was a privileged Cal Poly student, while at the same age, these
guys were getting shot at. He got it.”

From his experiences with the veterans, Sanders said he has
learned to make every day count and, at the same time, not to
take disruptions in his own life too seriously. He also learned
to appreciate the sacrifices made by others.
When Lorance moved to a new job at Belmont Villages in
the Hollywood Hills, she once again called on Sanders to pho
tograph her WWII vets. That home is one of 20 sister proper
ties across the country. When a company executive saw the
photos, Sanders was commissioned to shoot portraits of each
of the resident vets at all of their properties.
Belmont displays the images as if in a gallery, complete with a
grand opening that may feature a band and wine and cheese gala, a
color guard, an opportunity to meet Sanders, and a ceremony fea
turing active military members to honor each of the vets. The events
are well attended by local media, caretakers and by family members
who often travel long distances to see their loved ones celebrated.
For his efforts, Sanders is rewarded with many thanks,
“There is a place in heaven for what you are doing,” one wom
an told him.
Staffers at the retirement community say the experience has
opened up conversations between the veterans themselves as
well as with their families, caretakers and others.
“His photograph opened up a lot for me,” said fighter pilot
Bill Warren, who served in the Air Corps, forerunner of
today’s Air Force. He likes to explain to young people “what
the war was all about.”
He also receives letters and e-mails from people asking

him to photograph aging family members who have served
their country, requests he is troubled he won’t be able to ful
fill quickly enough.
The urgency of his mission is reflected in Department of Vet
erans Affairs’ estimates that more than 1,100 WWII vets die each
day. Sometimes, they die between the time Sanders
takes their picture and the tribute event at their
home. In fact, Harris is now one of the fallen.
Sanders’ work with veterans helped him find
his niche in portrait photography. He said he is
drawn to “authentic, genuine people” who have
a story to tell and that he tries to create a
“timeless image with a lot of truth.”
He said his work has evolved and
that his studies at Cal Poly helped
him with his art in ways he didn’t
anticipate. Not a painter, for in
stance, he didn’t understand why he
had to paint a color wheel in an art
class. Now, though, he says he has
a sharp eye for color. And he
believes the perspective he
acquired in classes such
as philosophy and Eng
lish helps him to convey
an intrinsic humanity
in his subjects.
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SWIM MEETS are almost poetic displays of churning limbs,
spraying water and motion, a great way to spend a sunny after
noon whether you’re competing or watching from the stands.
More of these events will be coming to the Cal Poly campus,
thanks to the newly constructed Anderson Aquatics Center,
which includes an Olympic-sized pool that will serve as the
training facility for the Cal Poly swim team.
The facility is named after Dick Anderson, professor emeritus of physical education and a former Cal Poly athletic director from 1963 to 1968. According to former student athletes,
Anderson was an inspiration, helping many of them become
teachers and coaches in high schools, community colleges and
universities. He passed away in 2006.
“Dick Anderson had a dramatic impact on so many Cal
Poly students,” said Alison Cone, Cal Poly director of intercol-

legiate athletics. “It is fitting that the aquatic center bearing his
name is a first-class, state-of-the-art facility.”
One athlete that excelled under Anderson’s guidance was
the late Gene Lenz (ARCE ’61), the only Olympic swimmer in
Cal Poly’s history. Lenz competed in the 1960 Rome Olympics.
To honor Lenz’s accomplishments, Lane 4 of the new pool is
named after him. In the future, other notable alums will be
honored with named lanes.
Gene and his wife, Ethel Lenz (MA EDUC ’66), partnered with
former Cal Poly swimmer Geoff Capell (PE ’65, MA PE ’66) and
other supporters to found the Dick Anderson Endowment, a schol
arship for Cal Poly student swimmers. Members of both the Anderson and Lenz families were on-hand for the dedication of the
new facility in September, which featured the Gene Lenz Memorial
Award for Excellence, given to Cal Poly swimmer Peter Kline.
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SUPPORTERS ALLOW
NEW POOL FACILITY TO BRING
THE COMPETITION TO
CAL POLY SWIMMING

The generous support of the entire Cal Poly aquatics family
has resulted in a facility that will impact generations of future
Cal Poly swimmers, fueling the enthusiasm of Head Swim
ming Coach Tom Milich. “It enables us to recruit at an entirely
different level,” he said. “Because of this facility, we can attract
better athletes to compete against better schools.”
Last year, Cal Poly took five swimmers to the Olympic trails.
Milich’s goal is to take 25.
“We opened up the new facility with a meet against Cal
Berkeley – the defending national champions,” Milich said.
“Our next goal is to get UCLA and USC on the schedule.”
The new facility is a Myrtha pool, with nonporous stainless
steel on the sides and concrete topped with polyvinyl liner on
the bottom. Because it is nonporous, the pool is not as suscepti
ble to algae and requires fewer chemicals and less maintenance.
The water stays flat due to the drain-off system. “Every world re
cord in swimming has been set in a Myrtha pool,” Milich said.
The new pool is 50 meters long, 25 yards wide, averaging
6 feet, 8 inches in depth. The deepest point is 13 feet. It holds
800,000 gallons of water. The old pool, which was built in
the late 1960s, had only six lanes. This new facility has eight
Olympic lanes and 18 competition lanes. One high dive and
one low dive are already in place. Another high dive and low
dive are scheduled for installation.
The new center also features a 15- by 30-foot therapy pool,
kept at 85 degrees.
“Our advocates made this happen – a testament to the value
of private support and what it means for our students,” Cone
said. “We are forever in their debt.”

A NEW SKYLINE
IN SPANOS STADIUM
BY
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ALEX G. SPANOS STA
DIUM is home to a brand
new three-story, state-of
the-art, multimedia score
board thanks to a $625,000
gift from alumni Albert
(Al) Moriarty (B.S., Physi
cal Education, 1957) and
his wife, Patty, a couple with
a long Cal Poly history.
Inducted into the Hall of Fame in 2002, Al played foot
ball all four years during college, starting as a freshman on
the legendary, undefeated team of 1953. And on the wall of
their home is a picture of Patty performing as a drum major
in front of the old scoreboard – basically a couple of two-by
fours nailed together.
They are excited about the new scoreboard because they be
lieve enhanced facilities will help attract top athletes, prospec
tive students, community support – even tourism to the area.
“Look what we have to sell,” Al said. “We have a gold mine
around here. We live in an area that’s beautiful, and Cal Poly
has everything going for it: top academics, the arts, a wellrounded atmosphere and quality of life.”
Al is a big-picture thinker who takes a comprehensive ap
proach to sports. In addition to training, he believes that superior
athletes have to develop pride, discipline and confidence. “You
can be physically equipped, but to win you have to be mentally
tough.” He also believes presentation is part of the game: “You
gotta’ present yourself with class. Teams like that win."
Nowhere has that philosophy played out more than in
Spanos Stadium. When he was first asked to serve on the
Mustang Athletic Fund in 1992, one of the stipulations of his
involvement was that Athletics would make an effort to build
a bigger, better stadium. He has been a juggernaut advancing
that concept ever since. At one point, he even had a friend
build a model to help sway the planning committee toward an
all-season stadium with a retractable roof.
When it came time for the west side to be developed, the
budget didn’t allow for suites atop the bandstand. Al fought to
include suites, especially since the revenue from them would
generate an ongoing income stream. Now, he is proud to say
there is a waiting list, and he admonishes the timid to “ think
bigger than that.”
The new scoreboard fits the bill: big. The most significant
feature is a videoboard for instant replays and fan out-takes;

that alone measures 16 feet tall by 28 feet wide. There are
revenue-generating sponsor panels, LED display panels for
additional statistics, and a huge contingent of speakers. Col
lectively, it measures 52 feet wide and 52 feet tall, creating a
new skyline in Spanos Stadium.
The scoreboard will serve football and men’s and women’s
soccer programs, Athletic Director Alison Cone said.
"I think it will increase the fan experience at games,” Cone
said, “and the players will enjoy the things that happen with a
video replay board. So it's very exciting."
In addition, the scoreboard will serve as a learn-by-doing lab.
Interns from the Journalism Department and from Parks and Rec
reation will program the big board, develop entertainment and sta
tistical content and create marketing campaigns for sponsors.
Never one to call it quits, Al has yet more ideas, this time for
the east side of the stadium. The head of a financial services

company he started
while a junior here, he
says, “Poly helped me
get started; football
helped me get my
foot in the door.”
Now, he says he plans to use his for
midable skills amassing people and
resources to complete the stadium
enhancements, which would al
low Cal Poly to compete at the
highest level.
A born salesman, he doesn’t
hesitate to tell people, “You’d be smart to
get involved with Cal Poly. I’m a great forecaster
and I see big things for this school.”

MAKING YOUR DOLLARS MAKE SENSE
THE GIFT THAT KEEPS ON GIVING
MANY PEOPLE SAY CAL POLY has given them so much
AND NOW THEY WANT TO GIVE BACK BUT THEY DONT CONSIDER
themselves wealthy and need their savings to last through
WHAT COULD BE DECADES OF RETIREMENT
4HATS WHERE A #HARITABLE 'IFT !NNUITY #'! CAN

MUCH HES FUNDED SEVERAL SINCE HE RETIRED AT AGE 
h)T FEELS MORE LIKE AN INVESTMENT THAN A DONATION v HE
SAID h3INCE ) GET MONEY BACK ) CAN MAKE BIGGER GIFTSv
$ANA FUNDED HIS lRST #'! AT AGE  FOLLOWED BY lVE
MORE OVER THE NEXT lVE YEARS (E WILL START RECEIVING DISTRIBU
TIONS FROM THE lRST #'! AT  (E hLADDEREDv THE MATURITY

make sense.
A CGA is an all-purpose giving vehicle in which a donor

DATES THE AGE AT WHICH HE STARTS TO RECEIVE DISTRIBUTIONS
from each respective

gets an immediate
TAX

WRITE OFF

AND

a lifetime income
stream. Depending
on the age of the
DONOR THE CURRENT

EDITORS’ NOTE: DESPITE THE DOWN ECONOMY,
CAL POLY ALUMNI AND FRIENDS CONTINUE TO
FIND WAYS TO SUPPORT THE UNIVERSITY. THIS SERIES
WILL FOCUS ON CREATIVE WAYS OUR DONORS
CAN BENEFIT BOTH THE CAMPUS AND THEMSELVES.

rate of return can
BE AS HIGH AS  PERCENT AND AT LEAST PART OF THE ANNUAL
INCOME FROM THE ANNUITY IS TAX FREE
4HE TYPICAL DONATION IS USUALLY BETWEEN   AND

#'! SO HIS INCOME
will go up each year
AFTER THAT TO COMBAT
what he calls “the
NOTION THAT )M ON A
lXED INCOMEv
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ment that provided him such a rewarding career.
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a computer science professor emeritus who likes CGAs so
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TOM MACKIN

GOES TO THE END OF THE WORLD
ON THE DISCOVERY CHANNEL
BY

S COTT

ROARK

IF A NUCLEAR HOLOCAUST doesn’t get us, global warming might. Or perhaps a stray comet.
Regardless of the scenario, a post-apocalyptic world would certainly need engineers to recover.
And that is how Mechanical Engineering Professor Tom Mackin landed a role on the reality
television show “The Colony” on the Discovery Channel.
A series in the spirit of “Survivor,” it casts a group of people into an 80,000-square-foot Los Ange
les warehouse without electricity, food or water after the hypothetical “end of modern civilization.”
“Engineers would probably be a hot com
modity after the Apocalypse,” he said with a
smile. “Bottom line: You’re going to need people
that build things.”
To audition for the series, which aired last
summer, Mackin responded to a broadcast email from the Discovery Channel. They were
looking for a mechanical engineering profes
sor. Mackin sent a brief bio. A Skype interview
followed, then a meeting with a film crew
member, and he was in.
The show features marauding “gangs” on the outside of the warehouse, trying to steal the
group’s limited resources. Emotions run high, conflicts abound and drama ensues.
Mackin was not in the warehouse with the others, though. Instead, he provided commentary
and insight during multiple episodes of the show, explaining what the group needed to do to
survive.
First order of business? According to Mackin, it’s clean water.
“The group initially collected water from the Los Angeles River – not
the cleanest source – and filtered it through sand,” Mackin said. “Even
tually, a more reliable system for water purification was developed.”
In a real-life scenario, security would quickly follow water and food
on the priority list. “You would then have to build weapons to protect
yourself; that’s the reality. Security would come before creating a reli
able source of energy,” explained Mackin.
He found the logic in the video crews’ decision-making a bit
less apparent.
“It was funny,” he said. “They told me not to shave before the film
ing of the first episode, to look rugged. When I arrived on the set in
Burbank, they took one look at my four-day-old stubble and promptly
had me shave. Maybe it was the high-definition cameras,” he said, laughing.

HAVE YOU PLANNED FOR YOUR YEAR-END

GIVING?
!S THE END OF THE YEAR APPROACHES MANY PAUSE TO REVIEW REmECT
AND PLAN 4HOUGHTFULLY ADDRESSING YOUR CHARITABLE GIVING
PRIORITIES BETWEEN NOW AND $ECEMBER  CAN HELP
ASSURE MAXIMUM BENElTS FOR YOU AND YOUR CHARITABLE
interests. We hope you will consider including Cal
Poly in your year-end giving plans.
4O MAKE A GIFT IN  PLEASE CONSIDER THE
following options:

‘ENGINEERS WOULD
PROBABLY BE A HOT
COMMODITY AFTER
THE APOCALYPSE.
BOTTOM LINE:
YOU’RE GOING TO
NEED PEOPLE THAT
BUILD THINGS.’
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GIFTS OF CASH $ONATIONS MUST BE
POSTMARKED ON OR BEFORE $ECEMBER 

ONLINE GIVING You may visit
www.giving.calpoly.edu to make
a gift using your credit card on our
secure online giving site.

STOCK DONATION By making a gift
OF APPRECIATED ASSETS YOU MAY BE
ABLE TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF YOUR GIFTS
full fair market value without paying
capital gains.
IRA CHARITABLE ROLLOVER If you are
OVER 
YEARS OF AGE YOU MAY BE ELIGIBLE
TO CONTRIBUTE DIRECTLY FROM YOUR )2! IN CALENDAR
YEAR  WITHOUT COUNTING THE DISTRIBUTION AS
TAXABLE INCOME
LEAVING A LEGACY 4OWARD THE END OF EACH YEAR MANY
PEOPLE ALSO REVIEW THEIR LONG RANGE ESTATE AND lNANCIAL PLANS 7ILLS
LIFE INSURANCE POLICIES RETIREMENT ACCOUNTS AND OTHER PLANNING VEHICLES
CAN OFFER EXCEPTIONAL OPPORTUNITIES FOR LEAVING A LASTING LEGACY TO #AL 0OLY

Photo by Trevor Ingraham (ART ‘10)

For more information about these giving options, contact:

PLANNED AND MAJOR GIFTS OFFICE
(ERON (ALL "UILDING 
Cal Poly
3AN ,UIS /BISPO #!  

Phone:
Toll Free:
Fax:
E-mail:
Web:

  
  
  
plannedgiving@calpoly.edu
www.plannedgiving.calpoly.edu
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GRAPHIC COMMUNICATION INSTITUTE
PUBLISHES BOOK ON SECRETIVE
RUSSIAN PRINCESS
THE PRINCESS DIARIES was fiction, but a new book about a real-life
princess who lived in San Luis Obispo has been published by the Cal Poly
Graphic Communication Institute (GrCI).
Tatiana Volkonsky, a Russian princess and long-time San Luis Obispo
resident died in 1988, never publicly revealing secrets of her past.
Author Friedl E. Semans Bell is the daughter of Hubert Semans, the
first dean of humanities on campus, and the princess’s younger son,
Alec Kelley, graduated from Cal Poly.
For more information go to IUUQHSDJDBMQPMZFEVQSPKFDUTGSJFEMCFMMIUNM
Sale proceeds will benefit the Graphic Communication and English
Departments at Cal Poly.

